
Wednesday 24th February – Miss Murray and P5 

 

 

P.E. with Joe https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ 

 

Edinburgh ActiveSchools A-Z Challenge 

B- https://youtu.be/gnZPC7HI6D4  

 

Stay hydrated! Have a drink and get ready for maths. 

 

Mental agility warm-up What is the number 10 after and 10 before each number? 

45, 67, 92, 34, 54, 56, 10, 23, 40, 66. 

135, 627, 963, 181, 929, 355, 274, 776, 181, 400. 

245.6,  120.5,  155.8,  545.1,  907.8,  335.2,  334.9,  936.6,  119.6,  400.4 

 

We are learning to estimate then measure how long tasks or events will take 

and what I can achieve in a given time period. 

• I can add up time that I spend doing activities. 

• I can make a sensible estimate based on familiar durations.  

 

Intro Videos: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/maths-ks1-ks2-

round-the-clock/zj6xjhv  

 

Activity: Have a discussion and make a mind map with ideas for: 

Things that take one second.  

Things that take one minute. 

Things that take one hour. 

Things that take one day. 

Things that take one week.  

 

Follow up task: 

file:///D:/UserData/9068802/Desktop/Estimating%20discussion%20and%20the

n%20written%20task.pdf  

 

 

Refuel! Now would be a good time to have a healthy snack and drink. 

 

ERIC stands for Everyone Reading in Class. You may choose to read a few pages 

of your chapter book, or maybe a family member could read you a story. ERIC is 

all about reading for enjoyment.  

 

Space Explorer Literacy Unit  

Lesson 6: https://sway.office.com/YeFmkPISUYX71EZQ?ref=Link  
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Spelling List and Activities: 

If you need a reminder of how to say the sounds and words recap Monday  

https://sway.office.com/cOjk96bdQ27i2Bch?ref=Link 

 

cuckoos igloos kangaroos tattoos zoos banjos duos pianos piccolos 

solos studios trios buffaloes cargoes dominoes echoes Eskimoes 

heroes mangoes potatoes torpedoes volcanoes 
 

SAY: Play spelling tennis with someone else. Take turns to say a sound each. 

WRITE: Create silly sentences featuring 3 spelling words per sentence. 

DO: Cut out letters from old leaflets/packaging to create spelling words. 

 

https://sway.office.com/FEtgIQKNCfAsa8aJ?ref=Link  

 

Time to refresh your brain and body. 

 

This week our whole school lesson is on Authors, Myths and Legends. Mr 

McPheely has prepared a grid for you to choose appropriate activities from: 

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/authors-and-legends-

from-around-the-world-1.pdf  
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